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Telemundo's latest telenovela morsel, Dame Chocolate, pulled ratings in its first two 
weeks that were on the low end for the network's other novelas that were showcased at 
last year's upfront advertising market. 
 
In the 18-49 demo, Dame Chocolate (Give Me Chocolate) scored a 2.46 rating (a 517,000 
average audience) for the first two weeks ending March 16, according to Nielsen Media 
Research. By way of comparison, the novela Marina scored 3.79, Zorro: La Espada y la 
Rosa (Zorro: The Sword and the Rose) pulled a 3.17, and La Viuda de Blanco (The 
Widow in White) earned a 2.46 for the first two weeks of their respective runs in the 18-
49 demo. Those numbers are for live plus same-day DVR viewing. 
 
In the people 2+ category, Chocolate averaged a .61 rating, slightly lower than Marina's 
.66 and Zorro's .67. 
 
Almost all of Telemundo's prime-time novelas include integrated product placements, 
and Chocolate, which follows the life of an ugly, shy, young women who suddenly finds 
she's become heir to an incredible fortune, is no exception. (The cast includes the 
actor/singer Carlos Ponce and Prisionera's Génesis Rodríguez.) Advertisers picking up 
on the Chocolate opportunity included the home furnishings retailer Ikea, which created 
specially designed bedrooms for two of the characters. 
 
While the ratings weren't as high as some of the other novelas, they weren't 
disappointing, said Ingrid Otero-Smart, president of Santa Monica, Calif.-based Anita 
Santiago Advertising, Ikea's lead agency for the Hispanic market. "I think they started a 
little slow, but they're starting to pick up," she said, noting that in many instances novela 
ratings improve over the course of their run. For example, Viuda's full run earned a 2.79 
rating in the 18-49 demo, compared with 2.46 for the first two weeks. 
 
Chocolate represents Ikea's first integrated product placement campaign on a national 
Hispanic network. In addition to a traditional schedule of commercials and the bedrooms, 
the retailer has created 30-second vignettes featuring Chocolate stars, talking about how 
to create the bedrooms. Ikea will be displaying re-creations of the bedrooms in some of 
its local stores. Also part of the picture is a sweepstakes that allows winners to obtain the 
furnishings in the bedrooms. 
 
Chocolate also features several cleaning brands from The Clorox Co., including Clorox 
bleach, Pine-Sol, and Glad trash bags and food storage bags.  The deal represents 
Clorox's first venture into integrated product placements on an Hispanic TV network. 



 
Such deals are all part of the game plan at Telemundo. "Because we work upstream with 
writers and creators of novelas, we have the ability to heavily influence the content of 
them," said Steve Mandala, senior vice president of sales and marketing at Telemundo. 
"We do product placements to one degree or another in almost every one of our novelas." 
 
The fourth Telemundo novela announced at last year's upfront, Madre Luna (Mother 
Moon), has yet to debut. 


